
Update on the Community Consultation 

The Statement of Community Consultation for the Leisure Development 

Programme was issued at the end of the public consultation period to summarise 

the consultation undertaken and the comments received from the public. 

This brief note is to update the Statement of Community Consultation to indicate 

the public comments that were included in the final designs for the buildings.  

As a result of the community consultation, the following actions were taken –  

• The introduction of multi-gender changing rooms received strong support 

from respondents, as it offers the greatest flexibility to the widest range of 

potential customers. Conversely, the most common objection to the new 

designs was from customers who wanted to retain single gender changing 

rooms for the swimming pools. The design team therefore closely 

investigated various options for incorporating both multi-gender and 

single gender changing rooms for the swimming pools at each of the 

facilities. Despite the design team’s best efforts, it was decided that it was 

not possible to construct any single gender changing rooms for the 

swimming pools that included showers and lockers. The group changing 

rooms could be used for single gender changing during public sessions, 

but these did not include showers or lockers. 

• Shoe removal areas will now be provided outside the changing rooms for 

both swimming pools. 

• The design team considered a proposal to provide a separate changing 

room in the gym at Newbold Comyn for use solely by members of the 

gym. Although this is feasible from a design point of view it was felt that 

this was unnecessary and that it would reduce the amount of space 

available for the installation of fitness equipment.  

• The number of private and public showers in the swimming pool changing 

rooms at Newbold Comyn will be increased in response to concerns about 

periods of peak demand. 

• The design of the barrier on poolside at Newbold Comyn has been 

amended following detailed discussions with local swimming clubs, to 

ensure that it continues to deliver its primary purpose as a safety 

measure, but that it does not hamper the operation of swimming galas. 

• Following several comments from parents, a toilet is being provided for 

young children next to the leisure pool at Newbold Comyn, in order to 

avoid a long trip back to the main changing rooms during a swimming 

session. 

• Following representations from the Warwick 50+ Activity Club, the 

location of the staff room at St Nicholas Park is being moved in order to 

retain the meeting room at its current size.  

• Buggy parks are now provided at both centres within view of reception for 

additional security. 

• The provision of cycle storage is still under review by the design team in 

order to ensure that cycle storage is sufficient for the likely demand, 

easily accessible, secure as possible and integrated well into the overall 

design.  
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